The influence of space-charge on ion cyclotron resonances and magnetron eigenfrequency in a gas-filled Penning ion trap has been investigated. Off-line measurements with 39 K + using the cooling trap of the WITCH retardation spectrometerbased setup at ISOLDE/CERN were performed. Experimental ion cyclotron resonances were compared with ab initio Coulomb simulations and found to be in agreement. As an important systematic effect of the WITCH experiment, the magnetron eigenfrequency of the ion cloud was studied under increasing space-charge conditions. Finally, the helium buffer gas pressure in the Penning trap was determined by comparing experimental cooling rates with simulations.
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99 where δ is the damping constant, given by:
101
with K mob the reduced ion mobility, and p/p N and T /T N 102 the gas pressure and temperature relative to normal pres-103 sure and temperature, respectively. In this model, the ax-
104
ial harmonic oscillation and reduced cyclotron radial mo-105 tion amplitude (R + ) are damped, while the magnetron 106 motion is unstable, and its amplitude (R − ) increases as:
107 R(t) = R ± (0)e (∓δ(ω±/(ω−+ω+))t) .
108
This effect can be mitigated by coupling the magnetron 
158 where a is a coefficient determined by the spheroid aspect 159 ratio α, ρ the ion cloud density and 0 the dielectric con- the region of a few centimeters around the trap center.
230
The detection system used for these measurements con- could be applied to center and compress the ion cloud.
257
For that purpose, the RF was applied at ω cool and 3 V 258 amplitude, for 20 -120 ms. In this section, systematic effects of space-charge and 310 buffer gas pressure on the sideband cooling frequency ω cool 311 were studied. Ion clouds were prepared as described in Sec. radii. An average ρ value was therefore calculated using to give accurate results up to a scaling factor of about 100.
506
The simulations were set up so as to cross-check in- pared (see Table 1 ). They were subjected to cooling and The time evolution of macroscopic parameters sensitive to 517 space-charge effects, such as the average ion radius R, the 518 average axial displacement Z, and the per-ion energy E,
519
was compared for complementary pairs of ion clouds. As 520 shown in Table 1 However, the axial displacement Z increases significantly 529 for higher factors, due to more ions being "pushed out" 530 axially when the cloud is "squeezed" radially by the exci-531 tation field forces. The average per-ion energy E at t=290 532 ms also agrees well for ion clouds scaled below factor 128.
533
However, there is a trend of decreasing E with increasing 534 total space-charge (see Fig. 10 ). The largest component of The effect of buffer gas atoms on trapped ions with 542 significantly higher energy than the buffer gas itself can 543 be adequately modelled by viscous damping (Eq. (5)).
544
This force will cause an exponential time-dependence of 545 the ion velocity:
547 where δ is given by Eq. (6). The time dependence of the 548 total ion energy can then be written as:
where E kin (0) represents the initial kinetic energy of the Table 1 : Number of simulated ions and their Coulomb scaling factor (SF ), average radius (R), average axial displacement (Z) and average energy per ion (E) at t=290 ms. The error bars are the standard deviations of several values of R, Z and E around t=290 ms, the end of the cycle.
gas cooling, i.e. thermalization with the buffer gas, and 552 E P ot the potential energy. potential is switched to release the ions (see Fig. 3 d) , re-564 sulting in a total energy upon ejection of about 1.45 eV.
565
The simulation was then fitted to the experimental cool- of the initial conditions of the ion cloud. and experimental FWHM that can be seen in Fig. 16 .
638
The simulation is seen to significantly underestimate the 
